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Perhaps the most powerful influence in the world is that of a dad on his child. Baseball gloves, dirty diapers, tiny little hands, first days of school, daddy-daughter dances, and learner's permits... and so much
more! There's no way you can be ready for it all, but this is when you need to get a bit of a head start... First Time Dad by Focus on the Family ministry veteran (and father of 6) John Fuller lets you in on the
stuff you really need to know... because in just a few months or weeks or days, your life is going to change--forever. Set good priorities. Break bad habits and/or family patterns. Recognize and recover from
some common fathering mistakes. Know that your words have immense power. And learn how to cultivate a lasting parent-child relationship. So, instead of wondering "oh man, oh man, oh man... what am I
going to do now?" for 9 months... read this short book (plus it's pretty fun too) and get excited! "Dad, your job is critical... And you can do it."
Dr. James Dobson's $lt;I>Bringing Up Boys$lt;/I>has sold more than one million copies of books, audios, and CDs! Now the popular video seminar based on this best-seller is available on DVD. Churches can
invite the community to a video-delivered seminar featuring Dr. Dobson speaking on this hot topic, and they can run the event as many times as they would like to meet demand. Everything a church will need
to host the video seminar is included in the box, including the videotaped sessions with Dr. James Dobson on DVD and VHS. $lt;p>$lt;B>12-Session Seminar includes:$lt;/B>$lt;UL>$lt;LI>4 DVDS, each with
2-3 video sessions (average length is 50 minutes) $lt;LI>6 VHS tapes with same content as DVDs $lt;LI>One 96-page leader's guide $lt;LI>One 96-page participant's guide (also available separately)
$lt;LI>Seminar promotion kit (full-color poster, video segment to promote the seminar, promotional audio/radio spots, reproducible bulletin insert with coupon for $1.00 off $lt;I>Bringing Up
Boys$lt;/I>hardcover book, and an event ad for local newspapers) $lt;LI>Sturdy storage box with Velcro closure$lt;/UL>
Now available for the first time in softcover! Raising healthy, happy children is one of life’s greatest challenges, yet you can do it effectively. Dr. James Dobson and his wife, Shirley, show you how in Night
Light for Parents, a daily devotional filled with encouraging insights and spiritual wisdom. Whether you’re married or single, with kids in diapers or almost grown, this book is for you. It offers heartwarming
stories, biblical truth, and the practical parenting advice that has guided the Dobsons for more than four decades and inspired families around the world. Let Night Light for Parents brighten your family
life—starting tonight.
Video seminar for use by small groups in the church or community. Provides Christian guidance to the emotional and ethical upbringing of boys.
Alexis de Tocqueville once described the national character of Americans as one question insistently asked: "How much money will it bring in?" G.K. Chesterton, a century later, described America as a
"nation with a soul of a church." At first glance, the two observations might appear to be diametrically opposed, but this volume shows the ways in which American religion and American business overlap and
interact with one another, defining the US in terms of religion, and religion in terms of economics. Bringing together original contributions by leading experts and rising scholars from both America and Europe,
the volume pushes this field of study forward by examining the ways religions and markets in relationship can provide powerful insights and open unseen aspects into both. In essays ranging from colonial
American mercantilism to modern megachurches, from literary markets to popular festivals, the authors explore how religious behavior is shaped by commerce, and how commercial practices are informed by
religion. By focusing on what historians often use off-handedly as a metaphor or analogy, the volume offers new insights into three varieties of relationships: religion and the marketplace, religion in the
marketplace, and religion as the marketplace. Using these categories, the contributors test the assumptions scholars have come to hold, and offer deeper insights into religion and the marketplace in America.
Provides a child-rearing guide for difficult-to-handle children and is intended for parents needing help with sibling rivalry, ADHD, low self esteem, and other birth-adolescent issues.
Ofrece consejos y aliento basados en un firme cimiento de principios bi?blicos.
When it comes to marriage these days, anything goes. No wonder you can find a book on marriage from every perspective--or no perspective. How can you experience a great marriage that lasts? What
works? This book answers that question by shining a light on the biblical design for marriage. In a world of sexual and relational confusion, isn't it time to consult the One who created marriage? Author and
pastor Chip Ingram, with his characteristic compassion, transparency, and engaging storytelling, discusses - what marriage really is - the biblical model - a man's unique role in marriage - a woman's unique
role in marriage - the bigger picture of why God created marriage A marriage that works, says Ingram, is more wonderful than you thought possible and harder than you imagined--but worth the work. Couples
will learn the power of making a covenant with their spouse and fulfilling their design in an atmosphere of respect, resulting in the spiritual, psychological, emotional, and physical oneness they long to have
with each other.

Offers a series of devotions with a different theme of interest to Christian married couples each week, along with relevant Bible verses and prayers.
From the perils and pride of puberty to dating, dealing with pornography, and nurturing self assurance, this book offers clear, concise information about the impact of what it means to be male
and a man of faith and courage in this changing world. - Back cover.
Dr. James Dobson offers parents a daily dose of sensible advice and caring encouragement for shaping boys into the next generation of men.
Written by a trusted family physician, this indispensable guide equips parents to assess their children's health--physically, emotionally, relationally, and spiritually--and then to create a practical
and realistic plan to improve and nurture their children to become highly healthy.
According to McNair, in the eyes of God the family is more valuable than a diamond. She defines the four killers of homes today and explains how this is greatly impacting the next generation.
(Christian)
Are people born gay? I think you need to read what we have discovered in this book. What is the zebra effect? What have the experts and authorities told us about what we are to believe and
how to think? There are many people leading a gay lifestyle, who know that they are not born gay but were conditioned to it by nongenetic factors. Why do some people want to think so
simplistically about LGBT orientations and behaviors? Yes, many feel that they were born gay, but were they really? What do the teachings of Jesus say about same-sex marriage and sexual
relationships? To Bible-believing Christians and pastors, here are some ways to be more empathetic, more understanding, and more helpful to the LGBT community while never compromising
the teachings of our Lord, Jesus. To the general public, what do you believe about the gay rights issues, and why does it matter? Do you realize that the Bible points to the truth and that news
and media sources sometimes misrepresent the truth? What does it really mean to love others in the best way? To the atheist, the agnostic, the gay activist, and others, here is a chance to try
to understand the beliefs of millions of Bible-believing Christians in this country. Please realize that for the great majority of your Christian neighbors, their beliefs are not going to change, even
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under pressure. Please keep an open mind.
Answers questions about family life, spiritual training, education, sex education, discipline, sibling rivalry, responsibility, hyperactivity, adolescence, and television
Argues that those facing illness, bereavement, divorce, or rejection should retain their faith in God and not feel betrayed.
Florida, Anfang der sechziger Jahre. Der sechzehnjährige Elwood lebt mit seiner Großmutter im schwarzen Ghetto von Tallahassee und ist ein Bewunderer Martin Luther Kings. Als er einen Platz am College
bekommt, scheint sein Traum von gesellschaftlicher Veränderung in Erfüllung zu gehen. Doch durch einen Zufall gerät er in ein gestohlenes Auto und wird ohne gerechtes Verfahren in die Besserungsanstalt
Nickel Academy gesperrt. Dort werden die Jungen missbraucht, gepeinigt und ausgenutzt. Erneut bringt Whitehead den tief verwurzelten Rassismus und das nicht enden wollende Trauma der
amerikanischen Geschichte zutage. Sein neuer Roman, der auf einer wahren Geschichte beruht, ist ein Schrei gegen die Ungerechtigkeit.
"Saying Yes! to Saying No, moved me to being convicted of how calloused I had become to the influences in our world today, and yet I felt challenged to take a stand against those same influences for my
sons. If you have children or grandchildren, you will want to teach them to "Say No" when it counts, and this book will give you the tools to start now!" - Ryan Knight, D.C. Sex is going to become a part of
everyone's life at some point. Are you one of the 90% of parents who wish they knew what to say when it came to talking to your son or daughter about sex? Saying Yes! to Saying No addresses issues like
sexting, pornography, boundaries in dating, and much more. Saying Yes! to Saying No will give you tools to start developing the conversation of sexual intimacy from age three, building on that conversation
through your son or daughter's young adult years. Powerful Scriptures are placed in each chapter to remind you of the promises God has given you as a parent. To book Christy for your next event –
christybaca28@yahoo.com
This book focuses on a special quality that, if embraced by men, can change the lives of those around them and even the course of history. This is not something reserved for a few mighty men of valor, but
for every man. It requires courage, perseverance, faithfulness and a willingness of men to serve and even lay down their lives for others. I am referring to the life changing commission of God to walk in honor;
living by its code as an all consuming value in every relationship. Honor can be shown publicly, but also quietly and inconspicuously. It operates through honoring attitudes, words and actions and gives
respect, dignity and value to those we deal with daily. "God's trumpet is sounding! It's time to take " the mountain " and raise the flag of honor. It is the high call of God for every man." Join me on a journey to
discover a way of life that could change the world as we know it. You will be inspired to develop unique character and leadership qualities. Many lives, marriages and families have been empowered, healed
and restored as men have applied the principles shared in this book. Designed for personal study and ideal for men's groups
He’ll always be your boy. Whether your son is still a mischief-making little tyke or whether he’s all grown up, he’ll never stop looking up to his dad. Today, celebrate the strong, lifelong bond between dads
and their boys with this inspirational book by family counselor and widely acclaimed parenting expert Dr. James Dobson. Based on the bestseller Bringing Up Boys, Dads and Sons is a tribute to all dads who
set an example of strength, integrity, and faithfulness for their sons. It’s an insightful collection of wisdom on how to guide and encourage your boy in his own journey through life. And it’s a celebration of the
irreplaceable role a dad has in his son’s heart and life forever.
Chastity is indeed possible in our modern world.
This is the ultimate guide to raising our daughters right—from parenting authority and trusted family counselor Dr. James Dobson. Peer pressure. Eating disorders. Decisions about love, romance, and sex.
Academic demands. Life goals and how to achieve them. These are just some of the challenges that girls face today—and the age at which they encounter them is getting younger and younger. As a parent,
how are you guiding your daughter on her journey to womanhood? Are you equipping her to make wise choices? Whether she’s still playing with dolls or in the midst of the often-turbulent teen years, is she
truly secure in her identity as your valued and loved daughter? In the New York Times bestseller Bringing Up Girls, Dr. James Dobson will help you face the challenges of raising your daughters to become
strong, healthy, and confident women who excel in life.
Details the Bible-based homeschool teaching approach for parents, and discusses Christian education, learning styles, unit studies, bible study, and more.
Here’s sensible advice and caring encouragement on raising boys from the nation’s most trusted parenting authority, Dr. James Dobson. With so much confusion about the role of men in our society, it’s no
wonder so many parents and teachers are asking questions about how to bring up boys. Why are so many boys in crisis? What qualities should we be trying to instill in young males? Our culture has vilified
masculinity and, as a result, an entire generation of boys is growing up without a clear idea of what it means to be a man. In the runaway bestseller Bringing Up Boys, Dr. Dobson draws from his experience
as a child psychologist and family counselor, as well as extensive research, to offer advice and encouragement based on a firm foundation of biblical principles.

Does it sometimes feel like your child's moods are controlling you? Have you ever been embarrassed in public by your kids' behavior, but weren't sure how to handle it? Do you
long for a more calm and peaceful home, without yelling and fighting? This is the book for you! In Temper Your Child's Tantrums, parenting expert Dr. James Dobson offers the
essential keys to correcting a child in a firm, loving, and understanding way.
El libroCi³mo criar a los varones,por el autor renombrado Dr. James Dobson, ha sido y sigue siendo un exito de venta (2 millones de copias a la fecha). Ahora, el Dr. Dobson
presenta su muy esperado libro compai±ero:Ci³mo criar a las hijas. Basado en ai±os de extensa investigacii³n y preparado con el sello del enfoque realista del Dr. Dobson,Ci³mo
criar a las hijasequipari¡ a padres como usted para enfrentar los retos de criar a sus hijas, a fin de que se conviertan en mujeres saludables, felices y exitosas que superen los
desafios especificos para las nii±as y mujeres de hoy, y para que a su debido tiempo destaquen en la vida.Bringing Up Boysby parenting expert and best-selling author Dr.
James Dobson was, and continues to be, a runaway hit, selling more than 2 million copies to date. Now, Dr. Dobson presents his highly anticipated companion book:Bringing Up
Girls.Based on extensive research, and handled with Dr. Dobson's trademark down-to-earth approach,Bringing Up Girlswill equip parents like you to face the challenges of
raising your daughters to become healthy, happy, and successful women who overcome challenges specific to girls and women today and who ultimately excel in life.
From the bestselling author of Sex Object, a searing investigation into American culture's obsession with virginity, and the argument for creating a future where women and girls
are valued for more than sexuality The United States is obsessed with virginity--from the media to schools to government agencies. In The Purity Myth, Jessica Valenti argues
that the country's intense focus on chastity is damaging to young women. Through in-depth cultural and social analysis, Valenti reveals that powerful messaging on both
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extremes--ranging from abstinence-only curriculum to "Girls Gone Wild" infomercials--place a young woman's worth entirely on her sexuality. Morals are therefore linked purely to
sexual behavior, rather than values like honesty, kindness, and altruism. Valenti sheds light on the value--and hypocrisy--around the notion that girls remain virgins until they're
married by putting into context the historical question of purity, modern abstinence-only education, pornography, and public punishments for those who dare to have sex. The
Purity Myth presents a revolutionary argument that girls and women are overly valued for their sexuality, as well as solutions for a future without a damaging emphasis on
virginity.
A respected authority on child development answers questions about the teenage years: how to implement discipline, build confidence, and talk about puberty.
I’m Outnumbered! offers sound advice and encouragement for every mom who has more than one son, even if there’s a girl in the mix. Laura Lee Grove's combination of
personal anecdotes, authoritative research, and humorous stories will give every outnumbered mom much-needed encouragement, inspiration, and information.
Wer kennt sie nicht, die abenteuerliche Geschichte von den Jungen Jim Hawkins, der durch Zufall in den Besitz einer Karte gerät, auf der die sagenhaften Schätze des
Piratenkapitäns Flint auf einer fernen Insel verzeichnet sind. Gemeinsam mit seinen Freunden, dem Gutsbesitzer Trelawney und dem Arzt Doktor Livesey bricht Jim auf, um die
Schatzinsel zu finden. Doch auch einige Piraten aus Flints früherer Mannschaft, allen voran der skrupellose Schiffskoch John Silver, haben von der Karte erfahren und setzen
alles daran, in den Besitz des Schatzes zu gelangen. Seit ihrem Erscheinen hat R. L. Stevensons "Schatzinsel" Millionen von jugendlichen und erwachsenen Lesern begeistert.
Sie ist die klassische Piratenerzählung schlechthin.
Hurting people need help. But sometimes those who are faced with helping the hurting could use a little more information about the problems that needy people bring to them.
The Quick-Reference Guide to Biblical Counseling provides the answers. It is an A-Z guide for assisting people-helpers--pastors, professional counselors, youth workers, and
everyday believers--to easily access a full array of information to aid them in (formal and informal) counseling situations. Issues addressed include addictions, forgiveness, sexual
abuse, worry, and many more. Each of the 40 topics covered follows a helpful eight-part outline and identifies: 1) typical symptoms and patterns, 2) definitions and key thoughts,
3) questions to ask, 4) directions for the conversation, 5) action steps, 6) biblical insights, 7) prayer starters, and 8) recommended resources. About the series The QuickReference Guides are A-Z guides that assist people-helpers--pastors, professional counselors, youth workers, and everyday believers--to easily access a full array of information
to aid them in (formal and informal) counseling situations. Each of the forty topics covered follows a helpful eight-part outline and identifies: 1) typical symptoms and patterns, 2)
definitions and key thoughts, 3) questions to ask, 4) directions for the conversation, 5) action steps, 6) biblical insights, 7) prayer starters, and 8) recommended resources.
Sie kennen Sherlock Holmes? Natürlich! Sie kennen auch Arsène Lupin? Glückwunsch! Aber kennen Sie A. J. Raffles, den berüchtigten Gentleman-Gangster? 1900 schuf
Ernest William Hornung (übrigens ein Schwager des Sherlock-Holmes-Autors Arthur Conan Doyle) einen der interessantesten Köpfe der englischen Kriminalliteratur und
gleichzeitig einen frühen Antihelden. A. J. Raffles hat in Oxford studiert, hat exzellente Manieren, ist ein Mann von Welt und lebt das Leben eines reichen Dandys. Er ist der
Partylöwe unter den Schönen und Reichen und nutzt deren Festivitäten, um seine Beute auszukundschaften. Erleben Sie seine spannenden und äußerst unterhaltsamen
Abenteuer erstmalig als E-Book. Die Mündung berührte meine Schläfe und der Zeigefinger den Drücker. Wahnsinnig vor Aufregung, wie ich war, zu Grunde gerichtet, entehrt,
und jetzt fest entschlossen, meinem elenden, verfehlten Dasein ein Ende zu machen, ist es mir noch heute unbegreiflich, dass ich die Tat nicht auf dem Fleck vollbrachte. Der
Wunsch, die verächtliche Befriedigung zu haben, einen anderen in meinen Untergang zu verwickeln, verstärkte mit seiner erbärmlichen Stimme die meiner niedrigen Selbstsucht,
und noch jetzt überläuft mich ein Schauder bei dem Gedanken, dass mir die Erinnerung an einen Blick der Furcht oder des Schreckens eine hämische Genugtuung gewesen und
ich glücklich gestorben sein würde, wenn sich im Angesicht meines Gefährten etwas Derartiges gezeigt hätte. Statt dessen erschien ein Ausdruck in seinen Zügen, der meine
Hand lähmte. Weder Furcht noch Schreck lag darin, nur Überraschung, Bewunderung und ein solches Maß befriedigter Erwartung, dass ich meinen Revolver mit einem Fluche
wieder in die Tasche steckte. »Sie Teufel!« zischte ich. »Ich glaube, Sie wollten mich dazu bringen!« Null Papier Verlag www.null-papier.de
Bringing Up BoysTyndale House Publishers, Inc.
Contains two complete works which address various issues involved in parenting.
"Family Matters: James Dobson and Focus on the Family's Advice to American Evangelicals by Hilde L2vdal Stephens is an insightful history and analysis of James Dobson's rise to fame,
effect on American evangelical culture, and subsequent fall from relevance. Stephens scours through Dobson's books, articles, and other materials published by Focus on the Family in order
to explore how evangelicals defined and defended the traditional family as an ideal and as a symbol in an ever-changing world"-How to raise a godly man in a godless world Perhaps there has never been a more challenging time to raise children than in today’s culture. Parents are having to address challenges that
their parents never had to with them. And while the core elements to raising children are the same, parents need wisdom for applying them to this day and age. That’s what this book is about:
navigating the times and raising a generation of men on godly principles—sons who are ready, able, and motivated to represent God during their days of sojourning on this earth. Pastor and
author Mike Fabarez will help parents pass the faith on to their sons, in prayer that the promises of God extend to the third and fourth generations… and beyond. Parents will be equipped to:
Envision their son’s future every day Set his spiritual trajectory Build a home that grows godly men Address the rebellion in their son’s heart Prepare him to face the world and contribute to it
Help their son toward a right view of play and leisure Navigate the teenage years There is an epidemic of grown men with the maturity of young boys. Be a parent who saves your child from
prolonged adolescence. Scripture says, “The father of the righteous will greatly rejoice; he who fathers a wise son will be glad in him” (Prov. 23:24). Children are a gift from the Lord. Read
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Raising Men, Not Boys to steward the gift of parenting and shepherd your sons to be men of God.
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